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the main factor that drove me to spend an extra $20 was the standard, which allows you to play the dvd in any regular dvd player. the main reason to spend money on a blu-ray is to get the excellent extras, and hopefully the high quality video. tales from earthsea is not one of the best anime ever. the strongest feature of
the movie is its score by yasunori mitsuda. the majority of the characters are very dark and brooding, the story takes place in a certain area and time, but the story is told by two kids and their eccentric olark, the protagonist gives off the impression of being incredibly naive, and everything about the movie has an odd,

bucolic, and nostalgic feel to it. the final battle is executed quite well, with some nice choices in visual effects and animation, it's just not very original. the story of two kids out exploring in the forest, and their discovery of a village populated by some very unusual, and very creepy looking, creatures. they quickly learn that
the village is controlled by a series of creepy and often frightening spirits and gods. the kids realise that their only chance of saving the world is to be very careful indeed, to their cost. the main reason i think it so good is the company that made it, studio ghibli. indeed they have created many animated films that don't go into
explicit horror territory but which are just creepy and unsettling in their own right, my neighbors the yamadas, from up on poppy hill, and only yesterday are just a few of the more recent examples. compared with these other films, and the other ghibli directors like spirited away and the prestige films, this one seems a little

more aimless and haphazard. as a result it has a rather strange and semi-random feel to it. the ghibli films are far more of a meditation on the modern world, with a child-like innocence and naivety to the way society works, tales from earthsea has a somewhat darker feel to it, with a terrible innocence and naivety at its core.
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it's just disappointing to see that dvds can handle all the different audio and video capabilities that have been necessary to get the fansubs out. if fansubs were the only thing needed to make a movie, then the dvds would be a whole lot cheaper. that's what fansubs are. that's why they're on dvds, because that's what
fansubs are for. the timing's right. it's been almost six years since the last lot of ghibli images were released (they were released a year ago). there's been far more ghibli material lately, all of it high quality and well documented, than there was in the six years before that. it's good times for the ghibli revival. even more

impressive was the way the movie made its mark on western audiences, who generally don't watch anime, and the fact that it was an action-adventure - story driven - anime which made the leap to the west. spirited away is about a 9 year-old girl named chihiro who gets swept away on a weird train called the "sen to chihiro
no ki." after traveling on the train for many hours, they arrive at a village inhabited by oddos called the ohtsubo clan and chihiro is left at a orphanage.chihiro is captured by haku, a little imp who is the ohtsubo's servant. in the episode, he is shown to be very helpful to chihiro as he cooks her food, entertains her and does

chores. haku is the only friend chihiro has. while in the train, chihiro watches the earth pass by. haku explains that the tunnel is known as the spirited away, and that the spirits of those who have passed through it have an opportunity to find freedom. chihiro, on the advice of haku, enters the tunnel and when she emerges,
she sees that she is now in a different world that is "clean and beautiful" and populated by cute animals. the guardian of the area, a dragon, ignores chihiro and she decides to explore her new surroundings. in the process of exploring, she stumbles upon the gates of another world, called the western world. it is the world that

she has always imagined but had never actually seen. in the western world, chihiro discovers a "gold shop" where she buys things with the money she brought with her. this newfound world is where chihiro is to live for the rest of her life. 5ec8ef588b
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